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ABSTRACT

The hydrodynamic drag force on a sphere falling
in Helium I and Helium II at large Reynolds1 Numbers
was studied.
✓v,

I0b

It was found that for Reynolds1 Numbers

the drag force can be adequately repre¬

sented by the equation

0=-Cp(^nr*]A

total density of the fluid,
falling sphere, and
sphere.

k

where f is the

is the velocity of the

is the projected area of the

In the region of Keynolds* Numbers studied

in Helium II the superfluid and normal fluid appear
to move together and turbulence in the superfluid
seems to be present.
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'Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
On the basis of the two-fluid model of Helium II one
thinks of the liquid as composed of two mutually interpene¬
trating constituents — normal fluid and superfluid. * The
normal fluid behaves in many respects like'an ordinary
liquid.

The superfluid on the other hand behaves in a

rather unusual manner.

For sufficiently low velocities the

superfluid is supposed to act like a perfect fluid having
a viscosity which is identically zero.

There exists how¬

ever a critical velocity, Uc. , such that for relative
velocities of the super and normal fluids greater than i
a dissipation of energy occurs in the superfluid.

This

energy dissipation is thought to be due to a mutual friction
between the two fluid's which is manifest only above the
critical velocity.

The hypothesis that the superfluid acts like a perfect
fluid can be studied by measuring the hydrodynamic drag on
an object moving through Helium II,

The drag on any

finite obstacle under a steady Dirichlet flow in an infinite

1
stream of a perfect fluid is zero .

Therefore for a sphere

falling at very low velocities through Helium II one might
expect the drag on the sphere to be independent of the

2

2
presence of the superfluid .

In real liquids a moving object

would experience a drag for all velocities due to the presence
of a thin boundary layer of fluid surrounding the obstacle
and a rather wide belt of stationary fluid behind the obstacle

3

called the ”wakeM .

Due to the finite viscosity of the normal fluid one
would therefore expect that a moving sphere would experience
a drag in Helium II due to a boundary layer and wake of
normal fluid.

Since the velocity fields of the super and

normal fluids are assumed to be independent of one another
for low relative velocities, one pictures the moving sphere
as accompanied by two sets of streamlines — one set for
the superfluid andfanother set for the normal fluid (see
figure I).

It is not clear however whether or not a wake

should be present in the superfluid streamlines.
superfluid is an ideal fluid (viscosity =
exist for low velocities.

If the

) no wake will

However for a real fluid with

one finds that the w$ke does not vanish in the limit
of zero viscosity and thus there exists a wake drag even as
r^o

4.

Since the superfluid is assumed to have a viscosity

which is identically zero then one expects to find no
wake.

This seems to be confirmed by the experiments of

2
Craig and Pel lam .

Their experiments seem to show that the

viscosity of the superfluid is indeed identically zero
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FIGURE 1

STREAMLINES FOR SPHERE FALLING IN A LIQUID

l§
o

rather than being only vanishingly small

For large velocities of the sphere moving through
Helium II one would expect the situation to be quite different.
As soon as the velocity of the sphere exceeds the critical
velocity, dissipation would occur in the superfluid and the
superfluid would then have a flow pattern similar to that
of the normal fluid. . This is because the relative velocity
of the superfluid and normal fluid would be greater I^Jian
the critical velocity lat least in the wake where one has
eddy currents) and the super fluid would perhaps move xdth

5
the normal fluid .

This would then give rise to an addi-

tional drag upon the sphere.

In this region one might

expect that the drag on the sphere would now be a function
of the total density and effective viscosity of the Helium II,

At extremely high velocities in ordinary liquids
(Reynolds’ No. =• N&- t ^

> Nt

~>2.*ao, ^=density of liquid,

0-- radius of sphere) one has turbulence in t he boundary
layer which brings about a further change in floxtf pattern.
One would expect the normal fluid to exhibit this turbulent
boundary layer at high HQ_ •

The question as to whether

turbulence can occur in hhe superfluid has never been
satisfactorily answered.

In summary then, one expects that for low velocities
of a sphere falling in Helium II the drag force would be
a function of the normal fluid parameters
At a certain

and

,

w

critical” velocity the drag force would jump

discontinuously to a higher value.

Above tthas ^critical”

velocity one expects the drag force to be a function of
effective and ^total ) •

For extremely large

velocities one would again expect a change in drag force
due to the onset of turbulence in the boundary layer and
wake •

So far we have considered only the effect of the
parameters of thdjLiquid uponjthe drag force.

The problem

of how the drag force depends upon the parameters of the
sphere, such as radius and velocity, remains to be
considered.

For ordinary fluids one has two situations.
velocities one finds that the drag is D=kT^a.iT
^ is the viscosity of the liquid, and where

For loiv
7

where

and vT are

the radius and the velocity of the sphere respectively*
This law is derived on the assumption that the Reynolds1
Number is less than one, and it has been experimentally

$

verified for Reynolds1 Numbers less than 0.2 .

Thus for

extremely low velocities in Helium II one expects the drag

6

to be D =

For large Reynolds1 Numbers in

,

ordinary fluids it has been found that the drag can be
given by the equation

D=

A

where

A

is the projected
■Hve.

area of the sphere on a plane perpendicular tOA4irection of
motion and Q> is a dimensionless constant which is determined
experimentally (see figure 2).
cases.

For large

One must now consider two

but velocities less than tthe critical

a
velocity one expects the drag to be of the form 0 = C&lk P**
]A.
v

11

Bhagat and Pathria have shovm

that a measurement of the drag

force in this region enables one to determine the ratio of
normal fluid density to total (fluid density.
expression

55

the lamda point.

^

They give the

where Dx is the drag force at

The equations of motion for this case are

also worked out in this paper.

It is

doubtful however th&t

this is a useful region due to the small value of t he critical
12

velocity (see procedure)

,

For large

No.and

U">vrc

on

the other hand one would expect that the drag would be of
the form

D =•

A

•

For intermediate values of

the drag changes from a

dependence to a- independence in Some manner which is
not theoretically understood.

In this region it is not clear

how the drag will depend on the parameters involved.

One

might expect (from looking at figure 2) that for l

lo

the drag force would be proportional to
h

is some number between one and two.

^

where

DRAG COEFFICIENT vs. REYNOLDS* NUMBER
FOR
A SPHERE FALLING IN AN INFINITE LIQUID3-0

NR

FIGURE 2

It is therefore of interest to see if these drag forces
will be the ones actually found in Helium II in the ranges
given.

By dropping spheres in Helium II at high Reynolds*

Numbers one should be able to determine whether both fluids
do. move together arid whether or not turbulence exists in
the superfluid.

9

Chapter II
PROCEDURE

The experiment consisted of measuring the time of fall
of a ping pong ball dropped a given distance in liquid
helium.

The distance which the ball fell could be varied

by changing the initial position of the ball.

A diagram of

the apparatus is shown in figure 3»

The ping pong ball was stuffed with a given amount of
iron wire by means of a small hole drilled in the ball (which
was later cemented closed).

The density of the ball could

therefore be adjusted by varying the amount of iron wire
which was put into the ball.

The ball could then be

weighed to,one milligram by means of an analytical balance.

Because of the iron wine inside the ball, it could be
picked up by means of a solenoid coil and raised to any
desired level in the helium.

A cable consisting of one

small silk thread interlined with two

#36

copper wires

connected the solenoid coil with a pulley which was located
in a housing at -the top of the helium dewar.

(see figure 3)»

This pulley was connected by means of a gear train to a selsyn
motor which was also located inside the housing •

The

electrical connections between this selsyn motor and an

10
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identical one which jwas located outside the housing was
made by means of a Stubakov Seal.

By means of a knob on the

shagfc of the outside selsyn motor one could thus rotate the
pulley inside the housing and thus raise and lower the
solenoid coil.

The level to which the ball was raised

was measured by means of an outside Genco Cathetometer
which was easily read to 0.01cm.

The time of fall of the

hall was measured with an Atomic Instrument Company scaling
unit model number 101-A which was arranged to count the peaks
of a 120 cycle alternating current which was furnished to
the counter during the time the ball was in transit.

The

electrical circuitry used to accomplish this is shovm in
figure

k•

The procedure followed was to pump the helium bath to
a given temperature.

The ball was then raised to a given

level (say 15 cm fromithe bottom) and dropped by throwing
the ball drop witch.

When the ball drop switch was opened

the ball magnet (solenoid) was no longer energized and the
ball began to fall.

At the same time the counting relay

opened and the pulse circuit began to supply pulses to
the scaler.

When the ball reached the bottom of the dewar}

the dewar switch was momentarily opened which caused the
pulse circuit to stop functioning.

The time of fall, in

seconds, of the ball could then be determined by dividing
the number of counts as read from the scaler by 120.

The

COUNTING CIRCUIT

o

g
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4
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scaler was then reset, the ball picked up, and the reset switch
on the pulse box (a momentary contact switch) was pushed to
allow the pulse circuit to function again.
ready to be dropped again.

The ball was now

After making several drops at

this height the ball was lowered 1 to 3 cm and dropped
several times.

This was continued until the initial

position of the ball was such that it gave a drop of about
one centimeter.

The bath was then pumped to a new temper¬

ature and the experiment repeated.

The diameter of the ball was measured at low temperatures
by furnishing the solenoid with enough current so that the
top bf the ball was protruding from the top of the solenoid.
With the Cathetometer one could then measure the diameter
of the ball.

The diameter was found to vary by as much as

0.1 cm from run to run.

Originally the mass of the ball was adjusted feo that
at some bath temperatures the ball would float.

This provid¬

ed a very accurate method of determining the density of the
ball ( and thus of

(Wr [L* ) •

However it was found that in

this case the terminal velocity of the ball (in most cases
less than lOcm/secj was so ©mall that the ball would not
fall straight, due perhaps to convection currents in the liquid.
It was observed that most of the time the ball would fall

vertically for 5 to 10 cm and then sharply vear to the side
and hit the dewar.

The ball would then bounce Sack and

forth until reaching the bottom.

Because of this, the scatter

in the times of fall for a given distance was very large and
the data was not considered reliable.

Perhaps if some form

of guides was supplied to force the ball to fall vertically^
satisfactory results could be obtained for lowr velocities.
This was not tried however.

Instead the ball was made

heavier so that it would fall at greater terminal velocities
(20-100 cm/sec).

In this range tthe ball fell vertically

and the scatter in the time of fall was greatly reduced.

During these early experiments in which the ball
floated, the ball was sealed shut and it was assumed that no
heliulm would leak into the ball.

However after the

procedure was perfected so that one had some confidence in
the quality of the measurements^it was found that the data
from one run to the next (using the same ball, which had not
been removed from the dewar) was not consistent.

This was

at first attributed to the fact that the bath temperatures
had been allovred to vary from one run to the next over a

o
range of about 0.01 K»

It was at this time thought that

there could be a large effect due to the difference in
density between the ball and the bath.

However^ even when

the bath temperatures were held constant within 0,.'001
inconsistency in the data was still noticed.

K

In addition

15

some of the experimental curves for distance of fall versus
time of fall were

n

S,f shaped (especially those near \the

lamda point) indicating that the mass of the ball was
changing.

In addition, when the ball was removed from

the dewar at the end of this set of runs to be weighed it
was observed that the ball had gained weight (initially at
about 0.01 gms/hr) over a period of about two days (gaining
0.043 gms during that time).

Due to the above effects it

was decided that perhaps helium was leaking into the ball.

The ball was then punctured with two small holes
(made with a safety pin) and the experiment!repeated
amount of wire inside the ball was not changed).

(the

It

was found that in Helium II the results of this experiment
and the previous one were substantially the same while
the results in Helium I were substantially different.

This

suggests that the rate of flow of HaL ium I into the celluloid
ping pong ball is rather slow while the rate of flow of the
superfluid is quite large — the ball filling with Helium II
in less than five minutes.

The remaining experiments were then performed using
balls of different masses which had several small holes
punched in them.

The data was then found to, be reproducable

from one run to the next.

Unfortunately^however, having

the ball full of liquid made the experiment rather

insensitive to changes in the density of the liquid; since
the buoyant force on rthe ball was small.

It also tended

to make the experiment less sensitive to the virtual mass
increase.
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ChapteB III
RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS

From the plots of distance of fall versus time of fall
the terminal velocity of a given baL 1 at a given tempera¬
ture was determined.

This was done by taking the slope of

the straight line which was the best fit (determined by
eye) to the curve at large distances of fall.

In figure 5

are shown two typical graphs - one taken in Helium I and
the other in Helium II, :All other graphs had the same
, general form as the two shown.

It was noticed that in

general the feall reached terminal velocity after falling a
shorter distance in Helium II than in Helium I (the difference
was about 2 cm).

This is thought to be due to t he initial

drag in Helium II being less than that in Helium I; there
is no drag due to the superfluid, until the velocity of the
sphere is above the critical velocity.

From the scatter in

the experimental points, the precision in the terminal
velocity was determined to be about
precision -in n of about

t 5%*

This

gives a

).

* 35$,

(fi is the exponent in the equation 0 —)
In table I are given the results of the experimental
data for twovof the balls used.

The exponent,h , and

coefficient,^, determined from the data using the formula

D

are

given ao well ao the-Reynolds1 Number for

o.t
0.2
0.3
TIME OF FALL (sec)

(UIO) TIM JO aOHYlSia

(mo) TWJ io aomsia
FIGURE 5

0
0.1
0.2
TIME OF FALL (sec)
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RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

TERMINAL VEL.

TEMPERATURE

n

k(v2)

cm/sec

°K

EXP
°D

„ MAX
°D

Ball 2* Ball 3*

*

4.21?

85

101

2.3

4.2

0.82

0.49

3*492

82

96

2.6

4.1

0.80

0.48

2.192

74

90

2.1

4.5

0.88

0.53

2.169

76

95

1.8

4.2

0.81

0.48

2.148

79

97

2.0

4.0

0.78

0.46

2.137

79

98

2.0

4.0

0.78

0.47

1*997

79

98

1.9

3*9

0.77

0*46

1.889

—

97

(2.0)**

4.0

0.78

0.47

1.76

79

—

(2.0)**

4.0

0.78

0.47

1*736

—

98

(2.0)**

3*9

0.76

0.46

a = 1.83

-

0.03 cm , mfi2= 3*921 gms , mfi5= 5*800 gms

** For these cases no experimental value of n could be determined
since measurements were only taken with one ball.
values for n are assumed.
TABLE 1

These

as well as

exp

?h

the ball aas4-the drag coefficient, (-D = . The data
during the early portion of the fall when the ball was
accelerating was not considered to be very accurate.

In

this region one expects the presence of the solenoid to have
& rather large effectnon the motion of the ball.

From the

fact that the terminal velocity varies only about

3<%

with

temperature in Helium II while in the same temperature
region ^ and ^change about 50% and 70% respectively, one
can conclude that the drag force is independent of
iq* and

f?„

•

The results in general confirm the equation

h=

A

for the drag force in both Helium I and

Helium II.

This indicates that in Helium II both fluids move

together and the liquid acts as ordinary fluid of density
fttoTAc" for In this region of
Reynolds1 Number ( K//t> Ala'K*T/° Z

0 one has turbulence

in the boundary layer and wake of a sphere moving in an
ordinary liquid.

Since the results in Helium II are consis¬

tent with a drag force depending oh ^-TWACI^2^ then perhaps
there is turbulence occuring in the Helium II. Since both
fluids are effectively moving together it would follow that
one has turbulence in the superfluid.

If one refers to table I and figure 2 one notices that
the experimental values of Cj

are larger than those one

would expect for a ball falling in an infinite liquid.

21

This is because the experiment was conducted in a confined
liquid ( the helium dewar had a diameter of 3 inches)*
Appendix Ill^is shown that

Co ^

In

where Co is

CD

the drag coefficient for a sphere falling in an infinite
liquid and

is the drag coefficient experimentally

determined using the present apparatus.

The values of Co

are given in table I and it is noticed that they agree
quite well with the values taken from figure 2.

This furnishes

further evidence that the drag is given by the equation
D

=

)Ak f$r As/n_

^ lo*“

#

Since the corrected values of Cj> are only slightly less
than those given in figure 2 for

Na

it might

seem that for liquid helium turbulence has not yet occured
at

MR.

.

However only an upper limit on

Cp

can

be

obtained for the method of correction applied (see appendix
III'5)*

The actual value could therefore be considerably

less than that of
than CoMAl*

•

but certainly not greater

Also, since figure 2 is a universal

curve applicable to all ordinary liquids one would expect
the results of the experiment in Helium I to be consistent
with figure 2.

But since the values of

rt
-D

(

MAX

are nearly

tfrei same for Helium I and Helium II this would indicate
that the behavior in Helium II is also consistent with the
versus

curve in figure 2.

Therefore one believes

that this also indicates the presence of turbulence in the
superfluid.

.

— Appendix I

YIBTUAL MSS OF A SPHERE MOVING
THROUGH AN IDEAL FLUID

We here consider a sphere of mass m^and radius a.
moving through an incompressible, non-viscous irrotational
fluid of density ^ , with a velocity U" relative to the
liquid at infinity.

We choose a coordinate system at the

center of the sphere and with the polar axis ( % axis)
along the direction of motion of the sphere (see figure 6).

P

1

We let the velocity of a fluid element be O- . Then
since the fluid is irrotational (ie. V*u=o )

we

can

define

a velocity potential, c^>, by the equation

(1)

u =. - V $ .

Making use of the equation of continuity of the fluid,

(2)

V-(fu) + || =o

and noting that

^>= constant we have
.1*

(3)

'

V Q>H) = -^7-<\> = -£ V*<$> =• o

This gives us the differential equation for the velocitypotential

(4a)

Z

V $>=0

.

This equation is to be solved subject to the conditions
that
and

(l)
(2)

the velocity of the fluid at infinity is zero,
at the surface of the sphere,;the fluid can have

no tangential velocitjr component (since the viscosity = ^ = o )
These conditions are equivalent to the boundary conditions

14b)

V" <[> —* o

r —*

00

and

(4c)

— \r cos 8

We assume the solution A

j - - A Cos 6
9

r -

which we

25

note satisfies equation (4a) for all A •

A-

we find that we must have

k.

Using equation (4c)
Thus our solution

to the set of equations (4) is

(5)

<£Jcose
l

d>
=
T

lr

which also satisfies equation|4b].

Therefore the velocity

of an element of fluid at the point ( T, 0 , <f) is

(6)

or
Ur = - =.
(7)

u*~-r --

o? \r cos 9
V*

0? \f sW 0

U

\

^ t “ rs*m0

z

^ =

o

The total kinetic energy of the fluid is

v

«-

oJ* V/Z

JLL

$iw 0 ct8

s

a

-L civ
rA

26

= -JTf^
is)

=

^ =

Tl

-

where VWL is the mass of the fluid displaced by the sphere.

If D is the resistance of the liquid to the sphere,
then by equating the power,D\T , required to keep the
sphere moving through the liquid to the rate of change of
kinetic energy of the liquid we have

(9)

D«- =

I? =

i

S3

Thus we see that the liquid offers a resistance to the
sphere of

\

(10)

D =

dL-t

(We note that this drag is only present when the sphere is
accelerating).

The equation of motion of a sphere falling in a perfect
fluid under the influence of gravity can now be written as

(11)

27

or

dvr
(12)

wi«

— WV\_

- T V-W.U

5

dZ

otvr
■=•

m

* £

or

Jl\7
(13)

(vwft + t

^

Thus we see that hs far as acceleration is concerned
the sphere of mass,vw6, is dynamically equivalent to a
heavier sphere of virtual mass
with a net force of

falling in vacuo

(vw&_vvk.)^ acting on it*

Although the virtual mass of a sphere can only be
evaluated theoretically for a perfect fluid, one finds
experimentally that the virtual mass of a sphere moving in
a real (non*?ideal) fluid is
where

^

c( is determined from the experiments.

14
falling in water c(*0.12 .

For spheres

28

Appendix II
SOLUTIONS OF EQUATIONS OF MOTION
FOE A SPHERE FALLING IN A LIQUID

, D=-^a

We will now consider the three cases: D^ftqy

and The equations of motion and their solutions
will be obtained for each of these drag forces.

By comparing

the experimental curve for distance of fall, S, versus
time of fall, t, we can determine which one of the three
equations for the drag force is the proper one to use in
the region that we are considering.

We xd.ll use the

following parameters:
m4=mass of sphere
VviL= mass of displaced liquid
viscosity of liquid
iv\. =.

-

virtual mass of ball (see

appendix I where the classical result
is derived for perfect fluidsj
VJ = velocity of ball relative to the liquid
at infinity
1

VIA

•=-

V\A.^

— w\u

CASE I: D = kv^vr

The equation of motion is

29

or
-

=

integrating this gives.

- K1
but when

~t—°\

^ ~

0

thus

w

C — Wv

therefore

M' . W'J J =
or

(1)

—te.v\^

vr -

4l
dfc

e.
)

integrating again gives

-fe-nj
C-.
s
but

S s©

/ 1
VVC
H

I

when x so

, thus

f\

^

C —

V*

—

+

r—
R
*V-

The equation for the trajectory is then

^ r. w. /,
*£['-

V*

(2)

s

=

^

^

+

^

We notice from equations (1) and (2) that the terminal
velocity of the sphere is
intercept of the line

while the

S= vrt

on the t axis is

*
CASE II:

D=

The equation of motion is

Yw

if
dL-t

which can be written as

This can be intetgrated if we note that

thus we have

31

but

VJ-o afc t-o

t

C —®

thus

Taking the exponential of both sides we then have
. w\v<\

(f &

^
1 \tp
which when solved for \T gives

_ vr

(3)
Yt

'

v

" ’ ’"f

Integrating again subject to the condition

S=o when t — o

slat 4-^ €■ -SIS?*

gives

. W.

*

tLp>

1

J

which simplifies to

(4)

WL

JU wiV.

{^t\ ^ t)

We note that in this case the terminal velocity and intercept
are respectively

'JV - \

' kf

CASE III:

5

±
X _ w. i h/> fj

' b.f 1 ^

^Z

32

The equation of motion is

WV

4AT

cbt

^3

v\

Since this equation can not be integrated for arbitrary
Y\ we will consider only the case when

dt

—o0

We then have

wi'5 = fe
or

(5)

\J-

integrating gives

(6)
where ( S, ,-t„) is a point on the line

$

vrt •

The values of y\ and h. can be determined from the
experimental data by means of equations (5) and (6).
\J

If

is the experimental value for the terminal velocity,

we then have

33

This is an equation in the two unknowns k. and m since
at a given temperature C is known and v is found from the
data.

If measurements are made with two balls of different

mass at the same temperature we will have the two equations

kvf," = c,
SLU," =

( miand fe. are assumed to be constant)
Solving these equations for v\ andfegives

jU
V\ -

%

L

and

(9)

il

(S)

bl£ --

(|)
1^

_
—

If the same measurements are made with three or more
spheres of different mass at t he soime temperature, then if
the equations are internally consistent this would show
that the drag is actually D —

•

The dependence of k. on temperature can be determined
from the equation ku)= Cvs"*

once the value of v\ is known,

by considering the terminal velocity of a given ball as a
function of temperature.

&

Appendix III
CALCULATION OF WALL CORRECTION

If, in the formula for the drag coefficient,

15

one used for v,the asymptotic "Downstream” velocity

1

f

of the liquid relative to the sphere, instead of the
relative velocity between the sphere and the liquid at
infinity, then the wall correction is reduced to less

16
than one percent

A

.

If the ball has a cross section area

while that of the dewar is

At

then we have

from the equation of continuity of the liquid.
Since the wake is convex the actual asymptotic downstream
velocity is atleast as great as the mean velocity

. Thus

we have

In the experiment the ball had a diameter of 3*6 cm while
the diameter of the dewar was 7*6 cm.

or
e*?.

Ct

^ O. (a

C*>

Thus

A
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